
CROSS SECTIONS OF 60-MEV MESONS IN H AND 805

dependent and independent terms. ~ The scattering
terms may be either destructive or constructive. We
point out only that in the pseudoscalar perturbation
theory with pseudoscalar coupling,

4sr Re(sv*s")= o."=o,"; Re(sv* S")=0.
The interference 'is expected to be strongly constructive,
in disagreement with the experimental result. The pseu-

The charge exchange cross section is necessarily less than the
cross section of m- on p; the interference due to the charge ex-
change reaction is therefore at most 8 mb, and this only if all
scattering of negative pions or protons were charge exchange.

dovector coupling results, neglecting nuclear recoil, are

4sr Re(sv*s")= —a" cos'8= —a" cos'8,

4sr Re(Sv S")=av sin'8=a" sin'8,

2 dtoF(hq) C
Re(sv*s")+-' Re(S"* S")j

= —0.10~=—0.1fT"= —2.5 mb.

The net interference is destructive, but smaller than the
experimentally observed interference.
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The electronic radiations from a very thin source of RaD are analyzed by means of a proportional counter,
operating as a 2m spectrometer. The P-rays of the continuum which coincide with the photoelectrons of
highest energy form the tail on the pulse distribution which is analyzed to isolate the P-particles and to
compare their spectrum with Fermi theory. The 'disintegration energy is found to be 64.5~2.5 kev and
the limiting energy- of the P-rays= 18~2.5 kev. The form of the spectrum agrees with the theoretical shape
for an allowed transition and 80=18 kev. The presence of a complex system of soft photoelectron peaks,
probably emitted mostly in cascade, is deduced from the remarkable shape of the pulse spectrum at low
energies (5 to 25 kev).

INTRODUCTION

HE unsatisfactory situation existing as late as
1949 in our understanding of the decay of Rao

has been well summarized by Feather. ' Isolation of the
continuous p-spectrum had not been achieved and the
rather large number of low intensity y-rays detected
(energies 7.3, 16.1, 23.2, 31.3, 3'I, 42.6, 46.7 kev) did
not readily suggest a unique system of levels. Feather,
however, points out two significant groupings of quan-
tum energies. Very recent work by Cranberg, ' Frilley
et al. ,' and Butt and Brodie' has extended knowledge of
the decay, but they have not been concerned with the
main objective of the present work, which was the
examination of the P-spectrum. Most observers' ' agree
that the P-rays are very soft, but even the limiting
energy has not been well defined, estimates ranging
from 15 to ~40 kev.

The proportional tube spectrometer is clearly suited.
to the study of the soft radiations of Rao and has been
employed in examining the I x-rays and soft p-rays. '
Early work on the particles proved somewhat diKcult,

. mainly on account of dBBculties in preparing gaseous

' N. Feather, Nucleonics 5, 28 (1949).' L. Cranberg, Phys. Rev. 77, 155 (1950).' M. Frilley et al. , Compt. rend. 232, 50 and 157 (1951).
4D. K. Butt and %. D. Brodie, Proc. Phys. Soc. (London)

A64, 791 (1951).
'H. O. %. Richardson and A. Leigh Smith, Proc. Roy. Soc.

(London) A160, 454 (1937).' Nuclear Data, National Bureau of Standards Circular 499.' Curran, Angus, and Cockroft, Phil. Mag. 40, 36 (1949).

or solid sources effectively free of RaK and RaF, both
of which contributed very large disturbing pulses. More
recently, however, relatively clean sources ( 97 per-
cent) have been separated following the method used

by Cranberg' and this has greatly assisted in the
successful application of the instrument. It has been
found possible, by direct examination of the particles
emitted from a thin source ( 20 ttg of chloride)
mounted. on thin foils (Nylon 50 ttg/cm' and alumi-
nium ~1.6 mg/cm'), to separate the P-rays from the
relatively very intense and complex system of photo-
electron lines of low energy. The separation was sufFici-

iently good to permit comparison of the shape of the
spectrum with Fermi theory. The tube with source at
an aperture in the cathode constitutes a spectrometer
of 2x acceptance angle.

APPARATUS

The proportional counter, 1.4 inches in diameter and
8 inches in fully operating length' was enclosed in a
cylindrical vessel C, Fig. 1, into which the thin source
couM be slipped. The vessel was 6lled to a pressure of
one atmosphere and the mixture (ethylene+16 cm of
argon) was such that the eKciency of the L x-rays of
RaE from the source was (5 percent. The spectrometer
was thus rendered responsive chieQy to photoelectrons
and P-rays, but it was, of course, sensitive to the very
soft M x-radiations. It integrated the ionizing events

' A. L. Cockroft and S. C. Curran, Rev. Sci. Instr. 22, 37 (1951).
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I'IG. I. Pulse spectrum shape between ~4 and 40 kev using
source of counting rate 2.5X104 cjmin mounted on aluminum,
1.6 mg/cm'. The counter is shown in the inset. The source S is
at an aperture in the proportional tube spectrometer I'.C.

which occurred within 10 @sec of each other. The
counting rate was usually between 2&104 and 3&(104
c/min. Calibration was achieved with fluorescence
x-rays of Cu En of energy 8.04 kev, the amplifier gain
being increased by a factor of 4. The output pulses
from the ampli6er were analyzed by means of the
cathode-ray tube and moving 61m technique.

RESULTS

The total range of the pulse spectrum was covered in
two ovcI'lapping parts, from ~4 to 40 kcv, Flg. I, Rnd

from 33 to beyond 80 kev. This region is shown sepa-
rately in Fig. 2, and the anal end point occurs at
62&2.5 kcv. This value was veri6ed by critical exami-
nation of the spectrum shape between 50 and 10 kev
with improved statistical data.

~ The shape of the distribution is very remarkable,
but it has been confirmed in several diferent experi-
mental arrangements of counter and source. The nearly
Bat plateau between 4 and 26 kev shows definitely
significant peaks around 10 and 23 kev. Independent
work in this department, using scintillation spectrom-
eters, confirms these results and suggests that the form
of the curve arises from the emission of homogeneous
photoelectrons of various energies, produced by internal
conversion of soft y-rays in the I and M shells of RaE„
which are frequently emitted in cascade so that the
pulse spectrum is produced mainly by difterent combi-
nations of p-rays and photoelectrons. The presence of
the associated P-rays is largely responsible for the
nearly complete failure to resolve the many groups.
We do not propose to discuss further this part of the
curve.

Beyond the main plateau two plateaus of shorter
lcllgth RI'c clcai'ly observed. Thcsc tcI'IIliIlatc Rt cncr'glcs
of nearly 30 kev and about 44 kev and are ascribed to
the presence of the two well-established lines in the
photoelec«ic spectru~ (I- and M shell conversion of
the hardest y-ray, energy 46.7 kev). The energies are
close to the expected values if some allowance is made
for energy loss of the photoelectrons in the source and

the possibility of simultaneous detection of M x-radi-
ations in the case of the second. The smooth drop of
the curve above each plateau suggests the presence of
P-particles of the continuum since these can be detected
simultaneously if the life of the excitation level at
46.7 kev does not exceed 10 @sec. Four combinations
of p-particle and photoelectron e are possible: (a) p
and e backward, neither detected; (b) P forward into
counter, e back, p alone detected; (c) e forward, p
back, e alone detected; (d) P and e forward, both
detected as a single ionizing event.

Case (b) gives rise to p-rays which are merged in the
general distribution at low energies. Case (c) gives a
tendency to peak at about 30 and 44 kev, while (d.) is
chieQy responsible for tails at energies above the peaks.
We expect, therefore, that close examination of the
shape of the curve from around 44 kev to 62 kev will

give a clear picture of the P-spectrum associated with
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FIG. 2. Curve D shows modification of end of spectrum obtained
by using curve 8 which represents the combination of photo-
electrons, 30 kev in energy, with P-rays.

the level at 46.7 kev. This part of the curve must
necessarily represent the p-distribution closely.

ANALYSIS OF THE II-SPECTRUM

A theoretical. Fermi distribution F(Z=83, allowed)
for an energy limit Ep of 18 kev was evaluated. This
value of Ep followed from the facts that the over-all
end-point of Fig. 2 occurs at 62 kev and the photo-
electron peak due to M-shell conversion at 44 kev. The
curves of Fig. 3 indicate the method of using Ii. Thus
curve P, centered at 44 kev, and representing the form
that a homogeneous group of electrons of this energy
wouM take as experimentally analyzed by the tube
(based on observations with 7-rays of energy 46.7 kev)
was constructed so that the areas under F and F (not
shown) were equal. Using F and F (and weighting
properly in accordance with their shapes), curve A was
drawn to represent the distribution observed by re-
cording simultaneously any one electron of group I'
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and any P-particle of group F. Now in the spectrometer,
P and A, which enclose the same areas, correspond to
cases (c) and (d) above. They combine to produce the
pulse distribution S of Fig. 3, which is then the derived
curve which can be used for comparison with the
results shown in Fig. 2 to check the extent of the
agreement of our results with Fermi theory.

In Fig. 2, therefore, a curve D (dashed line) is drawn
coinciding exactly with the observed distribution from
62 to (62—14),i.e., 48 kev, and below this energy differing
from the experimental curve by an amount corre-
sponding to the tail of the curve increased in the ratio
-', (the heights of the 30- and 44-kev plateaus are as 2).

The 6nal test of agreement between theory and
experiment is obtained by checking how well the modi-
fied experimental curve D above 44 kev fits the corre-
sponding part of the derived curve S. The comparison
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FIG. 3. Illustration of the method of deriving the curve S from
curves P and A. Curve P represents photoelectrons alone, curve
A photoelectrons+P-rays, and S the composite curve.

is shown in Fig. 4 and the close 6tting of the two curves
is very satisfactory. The agreement appears to confirm
that the region of the observed spectrum above 44 kev
corresponds to the combination of P-rays of limiting
energy 18 kev with photoelectrons. It is somewhat
unfortunate that the photopeak is not really accurately
defined (sometimes the x-rays are associated) as this
would give additional accuracy to Eo, but the limiting
energy would appear to be stated within fairly con-
servative limits by:

Eo= 18~2.5 kev.

CONCLUSIONS

It appears that the disintegration energy of RaD is
64.5~2.5 kev and that the main mode of decay consists
of the emission of P-rays of limiting energy Eo= 18 kev
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Fro. 4. Comparison of the derived curve S with the experimental
results. The experimental points are shown by crosses.

leaving the RaE nucleus excited to 46.7 kev. This value
of Eo gives logjam=5 5, which .definitely classifies the
transition as allowed unfavored' rather than 6rst
forbidden which follows from previous data" on Zo.

Although direct de-excitation to the ground state
occurs, by internal conversion in the I and M shells,
frequently cascade processes of internal conversion take
place. The lack of resolution of the corresponding peaks
in the lower energy part of the pulse spectrum, Fig. 1,
arises partly from the complexity of these photoelectron
radiations, and the presence of Auger electrons, but
mainly it is due to the accompanying P-rays which
smooth out the distribution. It is difficult to make an
accurate assessment of the probability of direct de-
excitation because of this smoothing. The average
energy of the observed pulses is 18 kev, but this figure
is defined almost entirely by the photoelectrons and
not by the p-rays.

Beta-transitions to levels of RaE other than that at
46.7 kev, if not entirely negligible, would appear to be
of rather low intensity, and this is particularly true of
the ground to ground transitions of energy 64.5 kev in
view of the success of our analysis which assumes its
absence.

Finally, it is noteworthy that P-emission of such low

energy in a heavy nucleus should apparently correspond
rather' closely with Fermi theory and gratifying to find
that the rather radical modi6cations of the process
which have been suggested"" do not seem to have any
justi6cation in fact, at least in this particular case.
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